Alphabet ABC sentences

Children who need to practise with handwriting may find these sentences more interesting than copying words, as they contain every letter of the alphabet.

1. The five boxing wizards jump quickly.
2. Pack my box with five dozen liquor jugs.
3. Jail zesty vixen who grabbed pay from quack.
4. Dumpy kibitzer jingles as exchequer overflows.
5. Martin J Hixeypozer quickly began his first word.
6. Brawny gods just flocked up to quiz and vex him.
7. Jim just quit and packed extra bags for Liz Owen.
8. Many big jackdaws quickly zipped over the fox pen.
9. A large fawn jumped quickly over white zinc boxes.
10. Five or six big planes zoomed quickly by the new tower.
11. The exodus of jazzy pigeons craved by squeamish walkers.
12. Now is the time for all brown dogs to jump over the lazy lynx.
13. The vixen jumped quickly on her foe barking with zeal.
14. Picking just six quinces, the new farmhand proved strong but lazy.
15. Alfredo just must bring very exciting news to the plaza quickly.
16. Anxious Paul waved back his pa from the zinc quarry just sighted.
17. Venerable Will played jazz sax 'til 3 o'clock in the morning before he quit.
18. Travelling beneath the azure sky in our jolly ox-cart, we often hit bumps quite hard.
19. Someone just asking was quite pleased with our gifts of a zebra and a clever oryx.
20. As we explored the gulf of Zanzibar, we quickly moved closer to the jutting rocks.
21. Their kind aunt was subject to frequent dizzy spells, thus causing much anxiety and worry.
22. William said that everything about his jacket was in quite good condition except for the zipper.
23. The junior office clerks were quite amazed at the extra reward given by their generous employer.
24. The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.